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Whether you are heading to the range for a fun day of target shooting or you have your sights 
set on competition glory, modding your rifle can give you an edge and improve your overall 
experience. From upgrading the trigger to changing out your muzzle device to make shooting 
7.62 ammo easier, Cheaper Than Dirt! offers a selection of premium parts and accessories 
available at great prices. 
 

 
 
Upgrade Your Trigger 
 
How fast can you accurately dump your entire mag of 5.56 ammo? That might depend on your 
trigger. This is one of the most common mods for AR owners. The major trigger options are mil-
spec, single-stage, or two-stage triggers.  
 
You just need a single movement with a single-stage trigger, which also has a lighter trigger pull 
and feels “crisp.”. Unlike two-stage triggers, however, they require a bit of force to engage at 
first. Two-stage triggers take up most of the slack in the first stage. Then, with about another 
pound of pressure, the trigger hits the second stage. After releasing the pressure, it also clicks 
back into place, allowing for a better follow-up shot. No matter your preference, Cheaper Than 
Dirt offers a selection of triggers to upgrade your rifle. 
  
Find the Perfect Handguard 
 
The handguard of your rifle serves a utilitarian purpose while also impacting the overall 
aesthetic. The old-fashioned M16 handguard offers very little for modern AR rifle owners other 
than a place to put your hand. You deserve more out of your handguard, and Cheaper Than Dirt 
offers plenty of options.  
 
Upgrade to something that can hold accessories, such as the Picatinny quad rail or the much 
lighter M-LOK, perfect for one or two accessories. Find one at Cheaper Than Dirt that is 
comfortable to hold and accepts the number of accessories you need easily.   

https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/?fq=CALIBER:7.62x39mm
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/rifle-ammo/223-remington-and-556-nato/
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/


 
Shop Various Muzzle Devices  
 
Chances are your AR came with a “birdcage” muzzle brake. While it’s a classic, you do have 
other options. Flash hiders, unsurprisingly, work to hide the muzzle flash from the shooter. 
Brakes, compensators, and hybrids can help minimize the recoil or vertical movement of your 
gun, helping to keep you on target for follow-up shots by venting combustion gasses differently.  
 
Each muzzle device offers a different benefit and can significantly improve your overall 
experience. Whether you want to reduce noise, muzzle flash, recoil, or a little bit of all three, 
you can find a variety of options from Cheaper Than Dirt.  
  
Upgrade Your Mag Release 
 
Stock mag release buttons are notoriously tricky to hit. When you need a fresh mag of 9mm 
ammo, you want a large mag release that’s easy to press. An upgraded mag release button 
offers convenience and can help you save time during competition or critical use scenarios. 
Check out the selection of enhanced and extended mag release options available from Cheaper 
Than Dirt.  
 
Find the mods you need to change up your rifle at https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/   
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/491hClP  
 

 

https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/?fq=CALIBER:9mm+Luger+or+9x19mm
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/?fq=CALIBER:9mm+Luger+or+9x19mm
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/?fq=CALIBER:9mm+Luger+or+9x19mm
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/
https://bit.ly/491hClP

